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Enemy Number One
Is it really possible to wager and win at the racetrack? Free's resounding answer is
yes—horseplayers can and do win! This paperback edition includes an entire new
chapter on synthetic racing surfaces, updated and current past performances and
charts, an index for easier reference, and all of the enduring handicapping factors
presented in the hard cover. Handicapping 101 gives both the novice and
seasoned player the handicapping foundation required to succeed.

The Complete Lawn Tennis Player
A horseracing expert explains the system that has made him a legendary figure,
detailing the nuts and bolts of handicapping and successful betting, along with his
own life story

Betting on Horse Racing For Dummies
In The Winning Horseplayer, Andrew Beyer builds on the strategy of speed
handicapping that he detailed brilliantly in Picking Winners by introducing the
concept of trip handicapping. Through an unbeatable combination of case studies
and lively anecdotes, Beyer shows the smart bettor how to combine past
performance data with an understanding of trips, track bias, and pace. This
advanced guide to handicapping, which includes a new preface by the author,
offers a generous dose of the wit and wisdom that have made Beyer a legend in
the sport.

The Winning Horseplayer
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How to enjoy a day at the races-and bet to win! The last two years have seen a
record number of Americans tune in for climatic Triple Crown races featuring
Smarty Jones and Funny Cide; in 2004, television viewership jumped a whopping
61 percent over the record set in 2003, and the Belmont Stakes race itself drew a
record crowd of more than 120,000! This easy-to-understand guide shows firsttime visitors to the track how to enjoy the sport of horse racing-and make smart
bets. It explains what goes on at the track, what to look for in horses and jockeys,
how to read a racing form and do simple handicapping, and how to manage betting
funds and make wagers that stand a good chance of paying off. Complete with
coverage of off-track and online betting, it's just what anyone needs to play the
ponies-and win! Richard Eng (Las Vegas, NV) is a racing writer and handicapper for
the Las Vegas Review-Journal, a columnist for the Daily Racing Form, and the host
of a horseracing radio program in Las Vegas. He was formerly a part of the ABC
Sports team that covered the Triple Crown.

Winning at the Track
This revised edition is even bigger and better than Litfin's original 1995 title. The
new handicapping data and features that have emerged in the last decade are all
extensively reviewed and outlined in this text. New York's premier handicapper
and author arms today's handicapper with all of today's modern betting
techniques. New dimensions in computer handicapping, recordkeeping, trainer and
jockey stats, and Thoroughbred pattern cycles are just a few of the new and
improved hot topics.

Expert Handicapping, Revised Edition
This short book reveals three scenarios where long shots can be found at the race
track. All three scenarios are explained in detail, and a step by step process for
analyzing each one is also provided in order to help you determine whether or not
the long shot is playable. Once you know how to find these potential long shots,
you'll have another tool in your handicapping arsenal. Play these horses to win or
use them for your exotics. This book is intended for experienced handicappers.
This digital book is a work of non-fiction by Christian Blake and is 6,700 words in
length.If you had read this book, you could have hit these long shots: Madi Two
Shoes $115.20 $39.20 $14.20Deity (GB) $24.20 $13.20 $9.80Pocket Prince $91.00
$29.40 $16.60Black Tornado $12.20 $6.20 $4.80Tummel $18.40 $6.20 $3.80Wild
In The Saddle $19.60 $7.80 $4.60

Handicapping 101
Modern Pace Handicapping
Covers recent technological changes and the basics of breeding, conformation,
calculating speed and pace, the factors of condition, class, and weight, rating
jockeys, stables, and tracks, tote-board tips, and sixty tips for profitable betting.

Computer-Based Horse Race Handicapping and Wagering
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Systems
In this work, Kolb describes how to be a successful bettor at the racetrack.

Trotpicks
Handicapping Magic : Michael Pizzolla's Amazing Techniques
for Winning at the Race Track
The sensational inside story of how the UK’s most feared professional punter
overcame adversity to take the bookmakers for more than £10 million in an eightyear period. This book offers a brutal, often controversial, but utterly fascinating
insight into Patrick Veitch’s life of punting. Told in Veitch’s own candid ice-cool
style, with an intelligent wit throughout, this is quite simply a compelling read.

Sharp Sports Betting
An up to date, expert's reference on harness racing handicapping.

Harvey Penick's Little Red Book
Harnessing Winners
Football Betting Made Easy
David Lazar, a compulsive gambler who is hopelessly in debt and decides to strike
back, closely studies basketball teams and plays and devises a betting system that
eventually teaches him that winning can sometimes mean losing

Money Secrets at the Racetrack
The Gambler Who Cracked the Horse-Racing Code Bill Benter did the impossible:
He wrote an algorithm that couldn't lose at the track. Close to a billion dollars later,
he tells his system. This book examines the elements necessary for a practical and
successful computerized horse race handicapping and wagering system. Data
requirements, handicapping model development, wagering strategy, and feasibility
are addressed. A logit-based technique and a corresponding heuristic measure of
improvement are described for combining a fundamental handicapping model with
the public's implied probability estimates. The author reports significant positive
results in five years of actual implementation of such a system. This result can be
interpreted as evidence of inefficiency in pari-mutuel racetrack wagering. This
paper aims to emphasize those aspects of computer handicapping which the
author has found most important in practical application of such a system. Also
included the Bill Benter "What Are My Odds?" Presentation at ICCM in 2004.
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The Handicapper
Advice on betting sports for beginners to experts.

Beyer on Speed
The Odds Must be Crazy
Beyer on Speed shows the way, explaining how to relate the numbers to such
factors as pace, track bias, and track conditions. It reveals optimal uses of the
figures based on computer analysis of more than 10,000 races. Beyer on Speed
presents a revolutionary way to play the horses and win. Blending colorful
anecdotes with incisive instruction, this is a landmark book by a master
handicapper.

The Handicapper's Condition Book
Explains how to analyze eligibility conditions and past performances, discusses
trends in thoroughbred horseracing, and tells how to handicap two-and three-yearolds

Speed and Class Handicapping
Betting Thoroughbreds
Figure Handicapping
How to Pick Long Shots
The methods and angles that follow have been among Ken Osterman's favorites
over the years. They have been developed and tested on races at racetracks all
over the country. There are systems that cover all three main breeds of horse
racing: thoroughbreds, quarter horses, and standardbreds. The rules of the
handicapping angle are clearly explained and easy to find horses that qualify for a
bet. There are a couple of systems that use that tote board and require no past
performances. These are systems that Ken Osterman has used successfully at race
and sports books. The rules for each system are clearly explained, so it is
understood why they work. Tips for improving these systems are also provided.
Here is the list of the systems Thoroughbred 1 Best Jockey - Long Shot Method 2
Bet the Fastest Horse 3 The B6 Sprint System for Thoroughbreds 4 A Beaten
Favorite System 5 Class on the Turf 6 The New Low Claiming Price Angle 7 The
Route Speed Method 8 Three Strikes and You're Out - A Maiden Claiming Route
Angle 9 An Australian Thoroughbred Betting Method - Show a profit down under
Quarter Horse 10 The Hidden Speed Horse Angle 11 The Quarter Horse Speed
Index Method 12 A Quarter Horse Elimination Method Harness racing 13 The
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Qualifier Advantage 14 Morning Line Overlay 15 The Quick Rating Method for
Harness Racing 16 The Non-Winners of X Races Lifetime Angle Tote Board Methods
17 Tote Board Magic 18 Tote Board Magic II 19 Betting Favorites Using the
Modified d'Alembert Betting Method

Recreational Handicapping
Calculating the pace and comparative speed of horses in a race often holds the key
to the puzzle of selecting the winner.

Ainslie's Complete Guide to Thoroughbred Racing
Is betting a horse who was claimed last start a winning strategy?What are the
signs that an upcoming favorite looks vulnerable?How about if you combine a class
drop with a jockey switch?Should you bet everyone who won last out by 8 lengths
or more?You may have an opinion about these handicapping questions. But
wouldn't it be nice to see long-term data? What if you could analyze these topicsand dozens more-by seeing how they did in every race in North America from 2014
through 2017-some 168,227 in all?That's what The Skeptical Handicapper: Using
Data and Brains to Win at the Racetrack is all about. Is what you believe true? Let's
find out.But this book is not just a dry recitation of numbers. Author Barry Meadowwho wrote Money Secrets at the Racetrack, the definitive guide to money
management at the races-takes you on a handicapping journey which covers
virtually every question you may have about what's profitable and what isn't, and
why. He should know-for more than 20 years, he was a full-time thoroughbred
player. And he was a steady, big-money winner. Now he reveals for the first time
what he's learned-and what can help you win. With the help of thoroughbred
analytic specialist Ken Massa of Handicapping Technology and Research, he'll show
you exactly how to win now and into the future. With data and facts, not just
opinions.If you're serious about winning at the races today, this is the one book
you must have. And only Barry Meadow could write it.

The Complete Book of Sports Betting
Moore draws on his extensive experience as a criminal trial attorney, handling
countless gambling cases, to explain betting concepts in easy-to-grasp terms. He
uses amusing and memorable anecdotes to reveal the ideas that most successful
bookmakers already know.

Picking Winners
Precision
"This is an instruction manual to finding winners at the races, including
worksheets!"--Back cover.

19 Valuable Horse Racing Betting Systems
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Sports betting facts and information. Personal finance advice.

The Everything Guide to Sports Betting
Money Secrets At The Racetrack is an amazing money-management manual for
thoroughbred, harness, quarterhorse, and greyhound players. It shows you exact
methods on how to make the most money at the track.

How Professional Gamblers Beat the Pro Football Pointspread
Learn how to bet on sports safely, smartly, and responsibly—and profit big—with
this easy-to-use guide, perfect for beginners! Betting money on sports can be great
fun and is a sure way to turn any sports game into an exciting must-watch event.
However, it can be dangerous to the uninitiated—new gamblers can risk too much,
bet randomly, or even lose it all. The Everything Guide to Sports Betting won’t let
that happen. Filled with tips, tricks, and tactics, this handy guide shows you how to
place bets strategically. You’ll learn all of the different types of bets you can make,
how to spot a potentially profitable bet, and when to walk away. Covering all of the
major sports leagues, The Everything Guide to Sports Betting will introduce you to
the sports betting world and show you how to beat the casinos at their own games.
In no time, you’ll be a gambling pro—and cash in on some major wins!

Bet to Win!
"The first weekend at the track after reading your book (Handicapping Secrets of
the Horse Racing Fanatic) I won $2,600.00! Thanks for all the great info."R. Kelley Los Angeles, CA. "Initially, I was looking for the plays on the pick six but actually
evaluated them last. I would almost swear that I was privileged to look at an
experienced horse player's soul. I believe this material needs more than reading, it
should be studied and practiced. The author is certainly knowledgeable about the
secrets of winning. For any serious horse player who is self taught or those who
aspire to collect money from the race tracks, armed with just these techniques a
loser could become a winner. I would heartily endorse this author.Thank you
again," Jerry Smiley - NV"Great book with tremendous insight to thoroughbred
handicapping and wagering." -janishrj "Gordon Easton's Pick-Six Formulas and
other betting strategies are quite literally worth a fortune to any serious fan of
horse racing. Add in the rest of the handicapping expertise he has picked up along
the way, and you have a resource that no one who plays the ponies can afford to
be without. Recommended without reservation!" - Jay M. - Arlington, VA "I failed to
mention how informative the book you sent me is. Even with over 40-yrs. of
experience, I learned things about racing that I more than likely did not know, or
just plain forgot about. It's a good book!" Don Oerlemans - Westville, NJ "Very well
written and and super informative book. A++++++" -K.F. "Great handicapping
book for any horseracing fan." -bettyjean4771 "Solid info and systems!" -ciolek75
"Very informative!! Easy to master. Thanks!!" - A.T. "Good and interesting info for
any handicapper. Thanks." -C.T. "Good tips and angles I haven't thought of before.
Pick 6 strategies are great." -J.K. "very interesting book, the stats alone are
incredible. A+++" -J.J. "Good insight to handicapping horses." -G.D. What makes
Handicapping Secrets of The Horse Racing Fanatic your absolute best bet to put
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more money in your pocket when wagering at the track?It's not just master
handicapper Gordon Easton's four decades worth of powerful and proven betting
systems spot plays and long-shot picking secrets, all brought together in one book
for the first time anywhere. What's sets this book apart from all the rest is that
retired mathematics professor Gordon Easton is a mathematical genius specializing
in Numbers Probability Theory, who gives his readers a complete set of "plug and
play" betting formulas that will let you cover more horses and results for every
dollar you bet, shaving the odds in your favor. For example: Most people never win
a Pick Six because they don't have the hundreds of dollars needed to put a lot of
horses on a single ticket. They will bet many $2 tickets instead. They could end up
with several tickets with 3 or 4 winners but none with 5 or 6 for the big win.But, by
using Gordon's formulas, you are guaranteed to line up at least five winners on one
ticket if you get a winner in each race. You'll also have a decent chance at getting
a Pick Six without spending a fortune.For example: Pick Six Formula #1 covers 4
horses in 1 race 3 horses in 3 races and 2 singles (your most likely winners). To put
all of these horses on one ticket would cost you $216. Using Gordon's formula you
can do this for only $24, with the guarantee of 5 or 6 winners on one ticket if you
have a winner in each race. There is no other place on the planet you can find this
kind of incredibly valuable knowledge.

How to Win the Pick 6
Charlie and Diesel, along with Charlie's partner, Helen Louise Brady, are heading to
western North Carolina to spend a week at a boutique hotel on the grounds of a
luxurious estate and participate in a gathering of a mystery reader's club. The
group is composed of patrons of the Athena Public Library, and in addition to
seeing the local sights, the members will take turns giving talks on their favorite
authors. The Ducote sisters, friends of the owners of the hotel, are helping
underwrite the week's expenses, and they insisted that Charlie, Helen, and Diesel
join them. Anxious to get Helen Louise away from her bistro for a vacation, Charlie
readily agrees. While Charlie is looking forward to relaxing and spending time with
Helen Louise and Diesel, other members of the group have ulterior motives. One of
them has a long-standing score to settle, and soon a member of the group turns up
dead. Evidence at the scene appears to implicate Miss An'gel or Miss Dickce.
Charlie knows his favorite sisterly duo is innocent. Now he and Diesel just have to
prove it.

Blinkers Off
A rerelease of a classic reference draws on decades of experience by the late
renowned golf pro as documented in a small red notebook throughout his career,
sharing practical, non-technical wisdom for players of any experience level on how
to maximize golf skills.

Betting Thoroughbreds for the 21st Century
Handicapping Secrets of the Horse Racing Fanatic
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Just as football evolved with the introduction of the forward pass and basketball
with the development of the jump shot, so too was handicapping forever changed
by the use of speed figures--and it all started with Andrew Beyer's Picking Winners.
This edition features a new foreword in which the author discusses the changes
that have swept the sport since the book's original publication. Picking Winners
remains a classic in the field of thoroughbred racing.

Cat Me If You Can
A thoroughly revised and updated edition of a horse-racing classic provides a
complete education in the fine art of handicapping and offers new material in offtrack betting, synthetic surfaces, and more.

Education of a Sports Bettor
"Precision Statistical and Mathematical Methods in Horse Racing" thoroughly
discusses the mathematical and statistical methods in handicapping and betting
techniques. Differentiations, combinatorics, normal distribution, kernel smoothing
and other mathematical and statistical tools are introduced. The jargons and
equations are kept to a minimum so that it is easy to understand for most readers.
More than 20 professional programs are freely available to download, which can
allow readers to easily apply the methodology introduced in the book. This book
can be divided into three main parts: horse handicapping (Chapters 2-6), wagering
(Chapters 7-9) and theories in practices (Chapters 10-11). Chapter 1 will explain
why long term gains are possible in horse racing. About horse handicapping, we
will start with analysing racing forms in Chapter 2. Other handicapping factors such
as weight carried, jockeys, trainers and pedigrees will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Some advanced statistical methods, such as chi-square test and kernel smoothing,
will be introduced in Chapter 4 to further analyse those handicapping factors
discussed in previous chapters. The following two chapters are about probability
estimations. In Chapter 5, normal distribution and multinominal logistic regression
are introduced in estimating winning probability of each race horse. In Chapter 6,
we will talk about some methods in misconceptions in estimating placed
probability. Two main concepts in wagering, Kelly criterion and hedging, will be
discussed in Chapters 7 and 8. To hit exotic pools, those theories in combinatorics
in Chapter 9 will definitely help the readers. The author will share his experiences
in betting syndicate in Chapter 10, and tell you how to be a successful professional
horseplayer in the last Chapter. Some readers may find the mathematics in this
book difficult, but the free program will take your pain away and do all the
calculations. You can simply apply all the professional formulae by no more than a
click, and pick your horses like an expert analyst. As an awardee in Asian-Pacific
Mathematics Olympiad, the author abandoned his career as an actuary and
became a key member in a gambling syndicate. This book was reprinted in the 4th
edition in Hong Kong, ranked #2 in the best-selling chart in the international
Chinese weekly Yazhou Zhoukan, and now available worldwide.

The Skeptical Handicapper
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